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Abstract

Background: Physical therapy treatments incorporating equine movement are
recognized as an effective tool to treat functional mobility and balance in children
with cerebral palsy (CP). To date, only a few studies examined kinematic outputs
of the horses and children when mounted. In this pilot study, to better
understand the effectiveness of this type of treatment, we examined the
interaction between the horses and children with CP during physical therapy
sessions where equine movement was utilized.

Methods: Four children with CP participated in eight physical therapy sessions
incorporating hippotherapy as a treatment intervention. Functional mobility was
assessed using the Timed Up Go or the 10m Walk Test. Inertial measurement
unit sensors, attached to children and horses, recorded movements and tracked
acceleration, angular velocity, and body orientation. Correlation between vertical
accelerations of children and horses were analyzed. In addition, peak frequencies
of vertical accelerations of children and horses were compared.

Results: Functional tests modestly improved over time. The children’s
movements, (quantified in frequency and temporal domains) increasingly
synchronized to the vertical movement of the horse’s walk, demonstrated by
reduced frequency errors and increased correlation.

Conclusions: The findings suggest that as the sessions progressed, the
participants appeared to become more familiar with the horse’s movement. Since
the horse’s gait at a walk mimics the human gait this type of treatment may
provide individuals with CP, who have abnormal gait patterns, an opportunity for
their neuromuscular system to experience a typical gait pattern. The horse’s
movement at the walk are consistent, cyclical, rhythmical, reciprocal and
multi-dimensional, all of which can facilitate motor learning. The increased
synchronization between horse and the mounted participant suggests that
physical therapy utilizing equine movement is a viable treatment tool to enhance
functional mobility. This study may provide a useful baseline for future work.

Trial registration: Texas A&M University Institutional Review Board.
IRB2018-0064. Registered 8 March 2018. Link:
https://rcb.tamu.edu/humans/irb and https://github.com/pilwonhur/HPOT
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Background1

The primary goal of any physical therapy treatment is to improve a patient’s func-2

tional ability [1]. Functional mobility is defined as the way a person moves within3

their environment on a daily basis to interact with society and family [2]. Health-4

care providers frequently treat individuals with cerebral palsy who have deficits in5

functional mobility as well as in other domains. The diagnosis of cerebral palsy (CP)6

refers to a non-progressive lesion in the developing brain which affects a person’s7

ability to move [3]. CP is the most common cause of motor disability in children8

[2, 4, 5] and Kirby et al. [4] reported that the prevalence of CP is 3.3 per 1,0009

births in the United States, with 75-81% of those diagnosed with spastic CP. It10

often causes poor balance and muscle weakness [3]. These deficits lead to decreased11

postural control, which is essential for all movements [6, 7]. Further, poor balance12

adversely affects functional mobility which in turn affects activities of daily living13

[8]. Physical therapists work with this population to facilitate improved motor func-14

tion to enhance daily life [9]. Therapy often spans years for individuals with CP,15

making it challenging for therapists to find a variety of effective, evidenced-based16

treatments that are also motivating for the patient over a long period of time.17

This study is intended to contribute an evidence-based treatment option for phys-18

ical therapists, one that may be considered novel, enjoyable, and appealing when19

compared to traditional therapy techniques.20

One treatment option that may benefit persons with CP is physical therapy21

incorporating equine movement, traditionally known as hippotherapy (HPOT)22

[10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. HPOT is a treatment strategy applied by licensed23

therapists or therapist assistants of physical, occupational, and speech therapy in24

which the equine movement is utilized and manipulated by the therapists to at-25

tain functional goals [10, 12, 14, 15, 17]. During HPOT, activities are based on the26

participant’s position and movement while mounted [15]. HPOT can be part of an27

integrated treatment plan that addresses functional limitations and impairments to28

facilitate functional skills [10, 12, 14]. Specific physical therapy goals for an HPOT29

session often include improving overall function, balance, and posture [10, 14]. Pre-30

vious studies describe the benefits of HPOT and therapist-designed adaptive riding31

for children with CP, including improved gross motor function, dynamic balance,32

and trunk postural coordination [11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. In this study, the term33

HPOT will be used to refer to physical therapy sessions that incorporate equine34

movement as a therapy tool.35

The principles of HPOT derive from the movements a horse provides to the indi-36

vidual astride the equine. Studies have been done to look at the kinematic movement37

patterns of the horse and rider. MacPhail et al. [13] used kinematic analysis to look38

at the pelvic movement of the horse and lateral trunk movements of riders; six with39

CP and seven with no disabilities. Kinematic analysis revealed that the horse’s40

pelvis appeared to move in a dual frequency sinusoidal curve pattern, as opposed41

to a simple sinusoidal curve, leading researchers to note that this more complicated42

movement pattern increased the need for postural adjustments of riders. The in-43

creased demand on the rider to respond to the movement imparted by the horse44

appeared to have facilitated typical equilibrium reactions in the two participants45

with CP. The researchers reported that normal equilibrium responses (using the46
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children who were typically developing as the reference) were elicited in 65-75% of47

the responses for riders who had diplegic CP and 10-35% of the responses for riders48

with quadriplegic CP. The researchers concluded that for children with diplegic CP,49

it might be an effective way to elicit and practice sitting equilibrium reactions [13].50

Haehl et al. [19] examined movement patterns using a camcorder to collect kine-51

matic data on riders and horses. The investigators first looked at two children52

without special needs and tracked the kinematic relationship. They found that the53

riders demonstrated a biphasic movement pattern in reaction to the horse’s move-54

ments. Second, they examined two children with CP for 12 weekly HPOT sessions.55

Data found that the biphasic movement patterns seen in the typically developing56

children were approximated in the children with CP as the session progressed. Also,57

both participants with CP demonstrated enhanced coordination between upper and58

lower trunk, exhibiting the most overall postural stability during the final HPOT59

session. The researchers noted that the participants displayed “behavioral instabil-60

ity” – the chance to problem-solve, reorganize, and change postural coordination61

– a component to learning new movement strategies. Also, functional mobility im-62

proved in one child, whose transfers and ambulation skills were notably enhanced.63

The authors stated that novel, more efficient movement patterns may have arisen,64

replacing older, familiar patterns as a result of the opportunities for a child to65

explore new movement strategies during the HPOT session [19].66

A study conducted by Garner and Rigby [20] quantitatively measured pelvic mo-67

tion of six children without disabilities when riding a horse compared to walking on68

a stable, even surface. Five kinematic measures were taken, using motion capture69

systems to observe the inexperienced riders. The researchers focused on the pelvic70

motion of the participants, specifically: vertical, anterior-poterior, and lateral trans-71

lations as well as pelvic twist and list angles. The participants rode each of the four72

horses at walk, then walked on foot, through the two observational spaces. Findings73

revealed that displacement amplitudes and up-and-down, forward-and-backward,74

and side-to-side translations were similar for both riding and walking [20]. Garner75

and Rigby concluded that, since a horse can impart movements similar to the human76

walking pattern to the pelvis of the rider, riding a horse may provide therapeutic77

benefits for persons with disabilities who cannot move in a typical gait pattern.78

Goals for physical therapy treatments incorporating equine movement often relate79

to improving balance, posture, and overall function [10, 14]. Coordination and pos-80

tural control are dynamic processes [19] which can be addressed during an HPOT81

session. This is significant since postural control is the ability to maintain equilib-82

rium in the field of gravity [21]. Postural stability is also the basis for performing83

increasingly more difficult motor tasks [22]. The horse is a dynamic base of support84

and the repetitive movement during HPOT provides the rider with multiple oppor-85

tunities to practice postural control and develop – then practice - new skills. Haehl,86

et al [19] and others [11, 12, 13, 14, 23, 17] have noted that HPOT has positively87

influenced the functional mobility of children with movement disorders. The mul-88

tidimensional movements of the equine that are imparted to the rider translates to89

improved gait and balance off the horse [23].90

A study by Uchiyama et al. [24] used acceleration data to evaluate the similarity91

between the movements of children and horse based on the hypothesis that the92
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horse’s pelvic movement during therapeutic riding sessions are similar to the hu-93

man pelvic movement while walking. Three-dimensional accelerometers collected94

acceleration of both horses and humans walking for a three-minute period and95

stride-phase data was generated from foot movements. The results showed that the96

frequency peaks of human walking corresponded with those of the horse walking,97

especially during the stride-phase. The authors concluded that riding a horse at98

a walk provides sensory and motor input to the rider comparable to the human99

activity of walking, thus offering a potential treatment option for individuals with100

gait abnormalities [24].101

While studies have shown potential benefits in enhancing functional mobility of102

the children with CP, it is still unclear how the enhancement is accomplished. In-103

teraction between the children with CP and the horses is deemed to be the main104

enabler of the successful rehabilitation. However, these studies showing association105

between kinematics of horse movement and children’s movement with CP did not106

attempt to systematically examine how the interaction affects the functional mobil-107

ity of the children with CP. The objectives of this study are to examine i) how the108

use of HPOT in physical therapy treatments affects the functional mobility of the109

children with CP, ii) how physical therapy incorporating equine movement affects110

the interaction between the rider, i.e., children with CP, and the horse, and iii) how111

functional mobility correlates with the interaction.112

Methods113

Participants114

This repeated-measure design study consisted of functional assessments and ki-115

netic sensor measurements. A convenience sample of participants was recruited.116

Approvals of Institutional Review Board and Animal Use Protocol from Texas A&M117

University (TAMU) were obtained. Consent forms and signed releases were com-118

pleted by parents of the participants. Inclusion criteria were:119

• ages 2.5 - 14 years of age diagnosed with spastic cerebral palsy120

• GMFCS (Gross Motor Function Classification System) level I, II, or III121

• ability to reliably signal pain, fear, or discomfort and follow simple directions122

• lack of or mild scoliosis123

• no botulinum toxin treatments, orthopedic, or neurosurgery in the six months124

preceding initiation of HPOT sessions125

Subjects were recruited from two Professional Association of Therapeutic Horse-126

manship International (PATH Intl.) Premier Accredited Centers: TAMU Courtney127

Cares in College Station, TX and ROCK in Georgetown, TX. Clients who were eli-128

gible for research participation according to the inclusion criteria were asked, under129

the guidance of their legal guardian, if they were interested participating.130

In total, four subjects participated in the experiment. The first three subjects, all131

GMFCS Level II, had spastic hemiplegia CP. The fourth subject, GMFCS Level132

III, had spastic quadriplegia CP and used a rolling walker for assistance when133

ambulating (Table 1). GMFCS describes the gross motor function of persons with134

CP by using a five-level, simple grading system and is the most recognized and135

established functional classification measure for CP [25]. It was selected for the136

criteria as it provides a method of describing function that is quick, easy to use,137

and meaningful to health care professionals.138
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Experimental Protocols139

Functional mobility tests140

The experiment was conducted at two PATH International Premier Accredited Cen-141

ters and at TAMU Parson’s Mounted Cavalry Headquarters. Data were collected142

on days one, four, and eight of the eight sessions, with functional assessments per-143

formed prior to and immediately after each HPOT session (Fig. 1). Tests that assess144

gait speed were chosen since it is a key indicator of performance in individuals with145

neurological disorders [26, 27]. The Timed Up and Go (TUG) measures the time it146

takes a child to stand up from a chair, walk 3 meters, turn around, walk back to147

the chair, and sit down. The TUG was used because it is commonly used measure148

to test dynamic and functional balance [28]. In children, the TUG is used to iden-149

tify deficits in dynamic balance that may delay motor skill acquisition and could150

cause motor delay [28]. In addition, it has been shown to correlate well with other151

measures of balance, postural sway, and gait speed [29].152

The fourth participant ambulated with a rolling walker, had a decreased cadence,153

and found sit-to-stand transitions challenging, making the TUG impractical and154

necessitating a different assessment tool. The 10 Meter Walk Test (10mWT ) was155

chosen, which measures the time it takes a person to walk at a comfortable speed156

from markers at 2-8 m within the designated 10 m pathway. It is cost effective,157

easy-to-use, safe, and has been shown to have excellent inter-rater and intra-rater158

reliability [27].159

Sensors160

To examine how the riders and horses interact and to investigate the causes (i.e.,161

kinetics) of movement (i.e., kinematics including displacement, velocity), one iner-162

tial measurement unit (IMU) (9DoF Razor, SparkFun, Boulder, Colorado, United163

States) was attached on the head/helmet of the rider. Another IMU was attached164

to the bareback pad at approximately lumbar vertebrae 4-5 junction for the two165

larger horses and at approximately lumbar vertebrae 5-6 junction for the two166

smaller horses (Fig. 2). The SparkFun 9DoF Razor was selected because it was167

tiny, lightweight and contained a board with a microprocessor, IMU and a microSD168

card. Since the Razor IMU was tiny and lightweight, it had minimal chance to169

distract the children with CP and the horse during the HPOT sessions. The IMU170

data on each Razor IMU were logged to the microSD card embedded to it with a171

sampling rate of 100 Hz. Before each HPOT session began, all Razor IMUs were172

synchronized by a single sync signal triggered by an external push button (Fig. 2).173

Intervention during sessions174

The horses were led by a trained horse handler and accompanied on each side by a175

physical therapist and an assistant. The equine partners were fitted with a saddle176

pad, bareback pad, girth, and side-pull or halter. Participants wore approved riding177

helmets and rode in a forward-astride position. The riding pattern was designed178

by the two physical therapists conducting the study, both Hippotherapy Clinical179

Specialist-certified by the American Hippotherapy Certification Board. The pattern180

was designed to maintain consistency of the movement patterns and was never181

altered. The trajectories of the horse and walking distances were controlled as much182

as possible between arenas.183
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Eight 20-minute physical therapy sessions incorporating HPOT were conducted184

(Fig. 1). A series of figure-of-eight patterns were made, at a steady pace, across185

the arena for the initial 10 minutes. For the second 10-minute period, the horse186

continued the pattern, walking at the same steady pace but with walk-halt-walk187

transitions at one-minute intervals. Three of the four children were given a ring-188

shaped toy to hold with both hands during the second 10-minute period, to reduce189

the impulse for upper extremity protective extension with changes in perturbations.190

The fourth child was not given a toy as she needed her hands on a weight-bearing191

surface to maintain stability. The first half of the session allowed the riders to feel192

to the slow, rhythmical, multi-dimensional aspect of the horse’s gait at a walk. The193

second part of the session further challenged the rider’s balance, righting reactions,194

and trunk control.195

Throughout the session, the physical therapist monitored the participant’s posi-196

tion and midline orientation. If the rider shifted off midline, the physical therapist197

had the horse handler stop the horse so that the rider could regain midline orien-198

tation. Each rider needed a static surface to regain midline orientation, but with199

varying degrees of assistance.200

Data Analysis201

Variables related to functional mobility tests202

The time (in seconds) taken to complete TUG were recorded. Alternatively, when203

the TUG was not feasible due to functional limitations of the participant, the time204

taken to complete 10mWT were recorded. These functional mobility tests were205

measured once before and again after HPOT sessions on days 1, 4 and 8 for a total206

of six tests per participant (Fig. 1).207

Variables related to interaction208

To analyze how the riders and horses interact, we examined the vertical acceleration,209

ACCz, from all sensors for the following reasons. First of all, acceleration can be210

considered as an interaction force between the horse and rider normalized by the211

rider’s body mass. Several studies also have reported that leg acceleration and212

ground reaction force are highly correlated while running [30, 31]. Therefore, even213

though acceleration is a kinematic variable, it conveys the information on the cause214

of the movement, not like other kinematic variables including position, velocity, and215

orientation. Even though Uchiyama et al. [24] also investigated acceleration, they216

simply compared acceleration of human walking and acceleration of horse walking217

to examine the similarity of their walking, but didn’t study how horse’s walking218

affects human’s movement. Second, we decided to focus on the vertical direction219

since the vertical up-and-down movement of the center of mass i) is dominant and220

energy-efficient [32, 33] and ii) involves with significantly larger impulse due to the221

gravity as opposed to any other directions [34]. ACCz indicates changes in gravity222

that generate physical changes in movements of the body [35], and may represent the223

interaction force normalized by the mass of the body. In this study, we analyzed the224

data from the first 10 minutes of the sessions (Fig. 1), when the equine movement225

was continuous, to observe the uninterrupted repetitive and rhythmical patterns.226

Data from the second half of the sessions will be analyzed in the future study.227
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For simplicity, we assumed that the signal from the horse’s back was the reference228

signal and that the signal from the rider’s head was affected by the reference signal.229

The cross-correlation between the reference ACCz and the ACCz ’s from the rider’s230

head was studied. The correlation between the two signals indicated the similarity231

between the two, ranging from −1 to 1. Due to the nature of the interaction be-232

tween the horse and the rider, the two signals exhibited a time difference (Fig. 3).233

The horse imparts movement to the rider and the rider’s body, as the recipient of234

that force, responds to the movement. Therefore, the time shift (in seconds) of the235

reference signal that produced the maximum correlation was also examined. The236

higher correlation and smaller time shift may indicate that two systems (i.e., the237

horse and the rider) synchronize temporally.238

In addition, ACCz was analyzed in the frequency domain via the fast Fourier239

transform (FFT) to study the dominant frequencies of the signals. Specifically, har-240

monics, i.e., multiple peaks, of the transformed data were analyzed. Assuming that241

harmonics of the horse’s back were the reference signals, harmonics from the IMU242

on the rider’s head were compared (Fig. 4). The errors between the reference har-243

monics and the rider’s harmonics at these dominant frequencies were examined.244

Specifically, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) was computed to study how much245

the rider’s harmonics were different from the reference harmonics [36, 37]. Smaller246

harmonics errors may indicate that two systems (i.e., the horse and the rider) syn-247

chronize spatially. No statistical analyses were performed due to small sample size248

(n = 4) in this pilot study.249

Results250

Functional Mobility Tests251

Participants 1-3 performed the TUG whereas participant 4 found sit-to-stand tran-252

sitions challenging, making the TUG impractical. Therefore, participants 1-3 per-253

formed TUG and participant 4 performed 10mWT. On average, the times taken to254

finish the TUG decreased by 18.3% and 27.5% for session 4 and session 8 compared255

to session 1, respectively (Fig. 5). A few exceptions existed. For example, subjects 2256

showed increased TUG after HPOT session 4 compared to session 1 whereas subject257

3 showed increased TUG before HPOT session 4 compared to session 1.258

Notably, the TUG results were more variable after the HPOT sessions (s.d.: 4.17)259

than before (s.d.: 3.56) (Fig. 5 top left vs. bottom left).Specifically, variability dras-260

tically reduced during sessions 4 and 8 for Pre-HPOT whereas variability remained261

relatively constant throughout the sessions for Post-HPOT.262

The three participants who had hemiplegia ambulated without assistance but263

demonstrated diminished balance skills and decreased cadence. All wore bilateral264

ankle-foot orthotics (AFO). The youngest child had a submalleolar orthotic inside265

her AFO to increase ankle stability and walked with hip internal rotation on the266

right, her affected lower extremity. Following HPOT sessions, the internal rota-267

tion was less pronounced. The same held true for the pre-kindergarten child who268

demonstrated right hip internal rotation more before his HPOT sessions than when269

walking after his treatments. Anecdotally, the youngest child (age 32 months) did270

not comply with instructions to sit in the chair at the end of the test; instead, just271

prior to sitting she chose to go look for her mother.272
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Participant 4, who required a rolling walker and contact-guard assistance, demon-273

strated improved times on the 10mWT over the sessions (Fig. 5 right column). On274

average, the times taken to finish the 10mWT decreased by 36.6% and 37.1% for275

session 4 and session 8 compared to session 1, respectively (Fig. 5). Further, at the276

end of her first HPOT session she appeared tired (i.e., increased drooling) and was277

easily distracted; at the conclusion of her eighth and final session, she was talkative278

and attentive. There was no variability measured for 10mWT since there was only279

one participant for it. This participant wore bilateral AFO’s. At the beginning of280

the study, she required maximum assistance with the rolling walker to prevent it281

from veering sharply to the right, and moderate-maximum assistance to prevent282

forward flexion at the trunk. By her last session, post-HPOT, she needed only min-283

imum assistance to keep the walker on the straight-forward path to complete the284

test. Also, her trunk was more upright, demonstrating improved postural alignment285

and control. While not related to mobility, the child was very soft spoken as a result286

of scarring from ventilation tubes when she was an infant. The volume of her voice287

had consistently increased by the time she finished her HPOT session.288

Interaction: ACCz289

Overall, the time series data from both IMU sensors tended to resemble each other290

as the HPOT session progressed. The maximum correlation between the reference291

signal (i.e., ACCz from horse’s back) and ACCz from rider’s head increased 84.7%292

for session 8 compared to session 1 (Fig. 6 left). Similarly, the time shift also de-293

creased 23.3% and 23.3% for session 4 and session 8, respectively, compared to294

session 1 (Fig. 6 right).295

Dominant frequencies were observed at around 1.5, 3.0, and 4.5 Hz for both the296

horses and the riders, which agrees with the literature [24] (Fig. 4). Components at297

the lower frequencies (e.g., less than 1 Hz) are the constant artifacts due to gravity,298

and thus are not considered for the analysis. The data revealed that as the physical299

therapy sessions utilizing HPOT treatments progressed, the dominant harmonics of300

ACCz for both the horses and the riders converged to each other, suggesting that301

all participants demonstrated an increase in synchronization with the horse during302

the horse’s movements at a walk. Of note, the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of303

the dominant peak frequencies of ACCz for both the horse’s back and the rider’s304

head decreased by 26.5% and 74.5% for session 4 and session 8 compared to session305

1, respectively(Fig. 7). Interestingly, variability of the RMSE decreased by 32.1%306

and 81.1% for session 4 and session 8 compared to session 1, respectively (Fig. 7).307

Reduced RMSE mean and variability may indicate that the riders and the horses308

interacted in more consistent and synchronous ways.309

Discussion310

Due to limited number of participants, statistical analyses could not be performed.311

Instead, mean and standard deviation (s.d.) were reported in the result section. In312

sum, with continued HPOT sessions, children with CP showed improved functional313

mobility(Fig. 5). For children with CP, functional deficits are often a result of poor314

postural control [6]. Yet motor skills improve when postural control improves [38].315

HPOT may facilitate equilibrium and righting reactions through the variations in316
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the horse’s velocity, direction, and stride length [14]. In a study by MacPhail et317

al. [13], the researchers noted that involuntary postural reactions of the trunk and318

head—specifically, equilibrium and righting reaction—were a result of the passive319

displacement of the rider’s center of gravity. The movement imparted to the rider320

when the horse is walking plays a crucial role in HPOT treatments.321

With continued HPOT sessions, vertical movements (i.e., ACCz ) of children with322

CP and horses appeared to become more synchronized (Figs. 6, 7). Participants may323

have become more familiar with the horse’s movement pattern. This observation324

is significant for therapists who may want to incorporate equine movement as a325

treatment strategy. One reason is that for children, motor learning requires the326

effective training of motor function [39]. Despite limitations, the child must problem-327

solve and be an active learner to obtain new age-appropriate skills [39]. Children328

differ from adults in that, typically, they are not trying to regain function as they329

lack a motor image of how to perform a new task [39]. To learn new motor skills, the330

new skill must be practiced multiples times, which may be why the horse’s gait at a331

walk can be an effective tool in gaining postural control. According to Janura et al.332

[40], a frequency of 90-100 impulses per minute are imparted to the rider, providing333

many opportunities for postural adjustments, even within a limited time period.334

This is significant since proximal stability and postural control are the foundation335

on which children learn functional motor skills [19].336

Postural control is affected by sensory information [41]. Children with CP often337

have impairments in sensory processing [41]. During HPOT the participant is ex-338

periencing multiple impulses per minute and reacting to such movements [17]. This339

offers cognitive, limbic, and physical stimulation [10, 42], as well as visual, vestibu-340

lar, and the somatosensory system [17]. Combined, these concentrated stimuli to341

the participant may facilitate development of new movement strategies in a way342

not offered in a more traditional PT session [10].343

Another factor supporting HPOT as a treatment strategy is that the movement344

of the horse at a walk follows a sinusoidal wave pattern [20, 38]. This pattern puts345

a demand on the rider’s automatic postural responses as they must coordinate346

and control their movements [13, 19]. Also, the dynamic treatment and changing347

environment may affect multiple systems, including vestibular and proprioceptive348

systems [12, 14]. With the dynamic movement on the horse, compensatory postural349

strategies may be reinforced or explored [17, 19]. The cyclical and repetitive move-350

ments provide numerous opportunities for practice of postural adjustments [12].351

Silkwood-Sherer et al. [17] suggested that with this type of therapy children can352

improve reactive and anticipatory postural control strategies in response to complex353

sensory input. Maintaining postural control while simultaneously moving through354

space and adjusting perceptual skills, facilitates the refinement and exploration of355

new movement patterns, which in turn, enhances functional mobility [17].356

A third factor in favor of integrating HPOT into physcial therapy treatments is357

that the horse’s movement at a walk simulates the human gait pattern [16, 20, 24,358

38]. Many children with CP have diminished ambulation skills, due in part to poor359

balance control [7, 38]. Liao et al. [38] found that rhythmic weight-shift training360

may facilitate improved walking performance for children with CP. It appears that361

HPOT may provide an opportunity for balance skills and ambulation skills to be362

addressed simultaneously for this population.363
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Last, many children with CP are restricted by slow gait speed which is one mea-364

sure of walking performance [1, 39, 38]. Quality of life and functional ability are365

also linked to walking [5]. While the findings from this study are not statistically366

significant, it is noteworthy that the participant who performed the 10mWT demon-367

strated a considerable improvement in gait speed. Her walking speed improved sub-368

stantially during the course of the study and her parents reported a significant369

increase in her transfer skills at home. These results corroborate the findings ob-370

served by Casady and Nichols Larson [12] that HPOT may influence skill acquisition371

of motor tasks in daily functional tasks.372

To our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate the interactive forces pro-373

duced by the movement patterns of a horse at walk with a rider, a child with CP.374

While the findings are encouraging, this study had several limitations: a) small375

sample size; b) range in ages and ability levels of participants; c) two functional376

mobility tests were administered; d) only one of the three dimensions of the horse’s377

movement pattern at a walk was analyzed; e) causal relation between enhancements378

in functional mobility and synchronized interaction may not be determined; and f)379

the observed synchronized interaction may not tell us whether horses affected the380

children with CP more or vice versa. Future studies will examine these factors to381

extrapolate the findings to a broader population of children with CP. Also, future382

research could focus on other planes of movement imparted to the rider by a horse383

at walk to better understand the dynamics of the interaction of the forces during a384

HPOT session. In addition, technically, more sophisticated alignment procedures for385

the IMU sensors and the corresponding preprocessing will be performed to ensure386

easier data processing procedure and more enhanced data quality.387

Conclusion388

Benda et al.[10] noted that in addition to developing skills, HPOT provides social,389

emotional, cognitive, and physical stimulation in a way not typically seen in con-390

ventional treatment. HPOT has been shown to positively influence skill acquisition,391

including balance and postural control, the foundations of movement. In this study,392

we questioned whether HPOT can lead to improved functional mobility in children393

with CP. Outcome measures demonstrated a trend towards improvements in the394

functional mobility of participants, indicating a positive response to the physical395

therapy treatments incorporating equine movement.396

The findings from this study suggest that with continued HPOT sessions, partici-397

pants appeared to become more familiar with the horse’s movement. The horse’s gait398

at a walk is consistent, cyclical, rhythmical, bilateral, and symmetrical. Given that399

it also mimics the human gait [20, 24, 38], the increasing synchronization between400

horse and rider suggests that HPOT is a viable physical therapy treatment tool to401

facilitate functional mobility goals. Despite the limited number of participants, this402

study may provide a useful baseline for future work.403
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Figures531

Figure 1 Experimental protocol. Functional mobility tests were performed before and after the
HPOT sessions. Each 20-min HPOT session consisted of 10-min continuous riding and 10-min
riding with multiple go-stops. The figure-of-eight patterns were made during the HPOT session.

Figure 2 IMU sensors to capture the sinusoidal wave pattern of the horse’s gait at a walk [20] and
to examine how the rider and the horse interact.

Figure 3 Sample plots of ACCz for both rider’s head (i.e., IMU1 from Fig. 2) and horse’s back
(i.e., IMU2 from Fig. 2). ACCz from IMU1 (in blue) lags ACCz from IMU2 (in red).

Figure 4 Power Spectral Density of ACCz from head and ACCz from horse back.

Figure 5 Bar graphs of the functional mobility tests. Top graph shows TUG results for
participants 1-3 whereas bottom graph shows 10mWT for participant 4. Error bars in the top
graph indicate one standard deviation. Bottom graph does not have the error bars since it involves
with only one participant.

Figure 6 Maximum correlation (top) and time shift for the maximum correlation (bottom). Error
bars indicate one standard deviation.

Figure 7 Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between the peak harmonics of head ACCz and
horse’s back ACCz. Error bars indicate one standard deviation.
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Tables532

Table 1 Participant Demographics and Characteristics

Participant
Age

(years)
Sex GMFCS Type of CP

Ambulation
Assistive Device

1 2.5 F II Hemiparesis None

2 4.3 M II Hemiparesis None

3 12.5 F II Hemiparesis None

4 10.8 F III Quadriparesis Rolling Walker
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Dear Respected Reviewers, 

 

Thank you for your detailed comments which we believe strengthened the manuscript, making it more 

comprehensive. We are grateful for your recommendations and insights. We have addressed each of the 

comments in this letter. Two copies of the manuscript are included: one with the changes tracked and 

another version with the changes accepted and with no mark-ups. The marked-up copy of the study shows 

deleted texts struck through in red and added text highlighted in blue. 

 

Please note that in this letter, each of the reviewer’s comments are re-stated and the location of that 

particular comment is noted with tracked changes. We hope the response is positive. 

  

Reviewer 1  

Page 2, paragraph 1: 

o      This paragraph seems to be a little bit disconnected.  How about directly articulate the problem 

(e.g., decreased postural control and functional mobility) children with CP encounter that negatively 

impact one's participation in everyday activities? Then, highlight the role of physical therapists in 

treating children with CP re: postural control and functional mobility. 

o      "Therapy often spans years……motivating for the patient." I am missing the connection between this 

statement and the current study utilizing a 8-week hippotherapy protocol. 

Thank you for the suggestions. We added statements: a) clarifying how poor balance adversely affects 

functional mobility and activities of daily living; b) highlighting the role of physical therapists working 

with children with CP to facilitate functional motor skills and that this may occur over a long period of 

time; c) explaining more about the intent of the study. (Page 2, lines 12-15 and 16-20)  

Page 2, paragraph 3: 

o       "[MacPhail et al.] reported that normal equilibrium responses……riders with quadriplegic CP."  If 

I am not mistaking, the critical statement for this paragraph is that the horse motion significantly elicited 

more sitting righting response in children with CP while riding on the horse.  Their kinematic data (of the 

horse?) showed the dual frequency sinusoidal curve pattern, suggesting the more frequent righting 

response while riding on the horse resulted from the more complicated horse movement. 

Per the reviewer’s suggestion, we added a sentence to illuminate the significance of the increased demand 

on the rider and how it relates to equilibrium reactions. (Page 2, lines 45-46; page 3, line 47) 

Page 2, paragraph 4 & Page 3, paragraph 2&3: 

o       Similar concerns as aforementioned… I feel the marker placement is not the most important piece of 

information of these paragraphs. Therefore, I would recommend that the authors characterize the rider-

and-horse interaction, and then sandwich the operational details. Finally, wrap up with the key take-

away info or implication from the given study. 

We appreciated this suggestion. We deleted some text, added sentences to better describe the rider-and-

horse interaction, and summarized key points of the study in final sentence. (Page 3, lines 65-72) 
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Page 3, paragraph 2 (Garner & Rigby): 

o       Instead of knowing the number of kinematic parameters that have been taken, I, as a reader, would 

be more interested in learning the what the Garner and Rigby found as supported by what 

parameters.  Also, the key operational information is the kinematics data of rider's pelvis is 

analyzed/compared against … movement of the horse.  Unless the utilization of a pelvis belt with LED 

marker is the meaningful and key operation that stands out from other studies that utilized non-LED 

markers. 

o       Up to this point, the authors have presented previous work addressing mostly rider-horse 

interaction while riding, and some outcomes re: overground walking.  However, I would anticipate seeing 

the authors to elaborate more on the connection or skill transfer between balancing oneself while 

horseback riding and overground walking. 

Understanding the importance of these suggestions, we addressed both points by making changes. For the 

first bullet point under this category, we deleted some text. Additionally, we added detailed information 

describing: a) what the researchers were specifically tracking, b) their findings, and c) rephrasing the key 

take-away from the study as it relates to walking when off the horse. (Page 3, lines 73-75, 77-79, 81-87) 

For the second bullet point, we added a paragraph focusing on the concept of how a mounted HPOT 

session for a participant may translate to improved gait and balance off the horse. (Page 3, lines 88-92; 

page 4, lines 93-99)  

 

Page 3, paragraph 4:  

o      Study objective #1: Functional performance could refer to constructs other than functional mobility; 

such as ADL, dexterity, etc. Be concise about your wording. 

Thank you for you this suggestion. We changed the word “performance” to “mobility” to be more concise 

as per the reviewer’s recommendation. (Page 4, lines 112-122) 

 

o       The authors seem to have misunderstanding between kinematics and kinetics in the confines of 

biomechanics. Kinematics refers to the branch of study that deals with the geometry of the motion, 

including displacement, velocity, and acceleration without taking into account the forces that produce the 

motion.  In contrast, kinetics refers to the branch of study that deals with the relationships between the 

force system acting on body segments and changes it generates in body motion. The authors used some 

frequency domain analysis on the acceleration data recorded by the IMUs. This is in no way considered 

as kinetic analysis. Therefore, the authors' statement that "studies showing association between 

kinematics of horse movement and children's movement with failed to systematically examine how the 

interaction affects functional performance of children with CP" would be false. 

We appreciate that you pointed this out. Actually, we clearly understand the difference in meaning 

between “kinematic” and “kinetic.” We had an intention that kinematic variables of position and velocity 

are different from the acceleration. Even though acceleration is a kinematic variable, acceleration is 

directly related to the kinetic variable (i.e., the interaction force). This can be shown directly in the 

following model.  



 

Masses of the horse and the rider are 𝑚1 and 𝑚2. The vertical displacement of the horse and the rider are 

𝑥1 and 𝑥2. Since the horse and the rider interact due to physical contact, this can be modeled as the 

famous “spring and damper” system with spring constant, 𝑘, and damping coefficient, 𝑏. Finally, any 

force that the horse is experiencing from the ground is lumped as 𝑓. Equations of motion of the above 

system are given as follows. 

𝑚1�̈�1 + 𝑏(�̇�1 − �̇�2) + 𝑘(𝑥1 − 𝑥2) = 𝑓 
𝑚2�̈�2 − 𝑏(�̇�1 − �̇�2) − 𝑘(𝑥1 − 𝑥2) = 0 

where weights of the horse and the rider (i.e., 𝑚1𝑔 and 𝑚2𝑔) are preloaded with 𝑓 and the spring, 

respectively. It’s clear that the interaction force between the horse and the rider due to spring and damper 

is 𝑓interaction = 𝑏(�̇�1 − �̇�2) + 𝑘(𝑥1 − 𝑥2). 𝑓interaction is the kinetic variable, and �̈�2 can be expressed as 
𝑓interaction

𝑚2
. Therefore, even though �̈�2 is a kinematic variable, we can also consider it an interaction force 

normalized by the rider’s body mass. In addition, a few studies reported that the leg accelerations (either 

single or multiple accelerometers) and the contact force (i.e., the ground reaction force) are highly 

correlated while running [Lariviere et al., 2020; Wouda et al., 2018]. Therefore, we strongly believe that 

the vertical acceleration data from the IMU sensors can indicate the kinetic information. However, we 

also firmly agree with the reviewer’s comment that the acceleration is not a kinetic variable. Thus, to 

avoid any confusion while conveying our intention, we removed the word “kinetic” from the title and 

from the following text. (Page 4, lines 122-123) We also added appropriate sentences. (Page 6, line 221-

228) 

All papers introduced in the Introduction section used positions and angles as kinematic variables. The 

only paper that used acceleration as a kinematic variable is by Uchiyama et al. [24]. However, [24] simply 

compared acceleration of human walking and acceleration of horse walking to examine the similarity of 

their walking. However, they didn’t study how horse’s walking affects human’s movement. Since we 

strongly believe that the interaction between the horse and the rider significantly affects the recovery of 

the functional mobility of the children with CP, investigating the acceleration to learn how the horse and 

the rider interact in our paper has its own merit and unique contribution. We revised sentences 

accordingly. (Page 7, line 228-231) 

Lariviere et al., “Force Pattern and Acceleration Waveform Repeatability of Amateur Runners,” 

Proceedings 49:136, 2020 

Wouda et al., “Estimation of Vertical Ground Reaction Forces and Sagittal Knee Kinematics During 

Running Using Three Inertial Sensors,” Front. Physiol. 9:218, 2018 

Physical Therapy Treatments Incorporating Equine Movement: A Pilot Study Exploring Kinetic 

Interactions between Children with Cerebral Palsy and the Horse 



 

Methods 

*       The fact that the authors recorded only 4 children with CP undergoing hippotherapy for the pilot 

study, I would recommend the authors to take advantage of their small sample size and dive deep on the 

performance of each individual. Treat it like a case study rather than lumping their data together as 

conducting statistical analysis is also impractical. 

 

*       The authors used TUG and 10mWT as the clinical outcome measures to examine the behavioral 

change in functional mobility by reporting only the time spent on the test instead of the quality assessment 

of the walking tasks. This operation prevents the authors from articulating how changes in balance 

behavior while riding on the horse translate into changes in functional mobility while walking on the 

ground. Another factor to consider is whether the change of score from pre-test to post-test exceeds the 

minimal detectable change. 

We addressed these suggestions in the conclusion section where before-and-after observations could be 

compared in the same paragraph. The three participants with hemiplegia all ambulated with mild gait 

deviations prior to HPOT.  Therefore, the differences in gait pattern and balance skills were minimal. The 

TUG may have reflected the improvements had the subjects been more compliant. (Page 8, lines 279-

286) 

For the fourth participant, we added information detailing her improvements. (Page 8, lines 296-304) 

Regarding the outcome measures of the participants as they performed the TUG and 10mWT, we added a 

sentence to strengthen the rationale for using gait speed as a measure of functional mobility in the method 

section. (Page 5, lines 155-157) The original manuscript details the explanation for measuring gait speed 

in method section and again in the conclusion section.  

We also considered computing the minimal detectable change using standard error of measurement. 

However, we suspect the reliability of the measure due to the limited number of subjects. If we are wrong, 

please provide us comments. We are open to correct this. 

 

Page 5, Paragraph 1: 

o       Please provide the anatomical positions of which the IMUs were attached; instead of a vague 

phrase - lower back of the horse. 

Thank you for this suggestion. We edited a sentence to include the location. (Page 5, lines 175-178) 

 

Page 5, Data Analyses: 

o       "These functional mobility tests were measured before and after HPOT sessions 1, 4, and 8."  This 

sentence is somewhat confusing. Do you mean all the participants were tests 6 times; that is, two times on 

each of the three testing days?  

A sentence in the data analyses section was edited to clarify when the tests were administered. (Page 6, 

lines 217-218) 



o       Please provide justifications as to why only ACCz was examined.  

Interaction between the horse and the rider can be in any directions. Among those, we decided to focus on 

the vertical direction since the vertical up-and-down movement of the center of mass i) is dominant and 

energy-efficient (Ortega and Farley, 2005; Wurdeman et al., 2017) and ii) involves with significantly 

larger impulse due to the gravity as opposed to any other directions (Nilsson and Thorstensson, 1989). 

We added a sentence (Page 7, lines 231-234). As a side note, we already mentioned that other directions 

will be investigated in the future studies. 

Ortega and Farley, “Minimizing center of mass vertical movement increases metabolic cost in walking,” J 

Appl Physiol 99: 2099 –2107, 2005 

Wurdeman et al., “Reduced vertical displacement of the center of mass is not accompanied by reduced 

oxygen uptake during walking,” Scientific Reports 7:17182, 2017 

Nilsson and Thorstensson, “Ground reaction forces at different speeds of human walking and running,” 

Acta Physiol Scand, 136, pp217-227, 1989 

 

Page 6, Paragraph 1: 

o       Time shift: Is it always the case that the horse leads the rider? Any change in leading party over 

time? 

Thank you for the question. Yes, the horse always leads the rider. We added a sentence to clarify this 

point. (Page 7, lines 248-250) 

 

o       What do you mean by "…[the] two systems were interacting more tightly???" Do you mean more 

synchronized spatially and temporally?  

Thank you for pointing this out. As you mentioned, the sentence means that the two systems 

synchronized spatially and temporally. We revised the sentence accordingly. (Page 7, lines 253-254, 263-

264) 

 

*       Page 7, Interaction ACCz, second paragraph: 

o       Please provide reference that illustrate the use of RMSE and how it should be interpreted in the 

methods section. 

As per your request, the description about RMSE and references are included in the method section. 

(Page 7, lines 261-262) 

 

Discussion 

*      While difficulties in generating movement may seem to be the primary deficits in children with CP, 

growing evidence has suggested that sensory deficits or deficits in making sense of sensory signals also 

contribute to difficulties in movement generation in CP.  I would like to see the authors to also discuss 

possible benefit from hippotherapy to enhance sensory processing in children with CP.  



We added a paragraph to outlining the possible benefits of HPOT and it affect sensory processing as it 

relates to postural control. (Page 9, lines 353-359) 

 

Reviewer 2  

The more specific comments are: 

1) quality of Figs. 1 & 2 should be improved (unreadable text)  

The figures have been updated per your suggestion. FYI, figures with high resolution can be downloaded 

from the provided review pdf file. 

 

2) Correct the typo at page 7, 2nd § ('Th  higher…') 

Thank you for noticing the typo. It is corrected. 

 
3) For more clarity I would suggest to separate the section Data analysis into 2 subsections, one for 

analysis of functional test (TUG, 6min walk) and one for description of IMU-derived variables. 

Thank you for your comments. We agree that having two subsections may enhance the clarity of details in 

the data analysis. (Page 6, lines 213-223, Page 7, lines 224-265) 

 

4) For future studies it is recommend to apply a preprocessing to align the IMUs sensor data with the 

global referential, using for example easy to implement complementary filters, for which open source 

code is available (e.g. https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://x-io.co.uk/open-source-imu-and-ahrs-

algorithms/__;!!KwNVnqRv!QpwRex3pZmhSM69zPLK8jofsYjIUoi96u0w369oSnhybApAOQBU9w4grB7

_b78b_SA$ ).  This approach avoids potential errors in IMU-derived kinematic/kinetic variables when 

the sensor fixation/orientation change from trial to trial (a well-known problematic in movement analysis 

using body fixed or body worn IMU devices). I would suggest to mention this aspect as further 

development/perspectives in the Discussion section. 

Thank you for your valuable suggestion. We agree with you that alignment of IMU sensors may enhance 

the data processing and even the quality of the data. We added a sentence in the discussion section. (Page 

10, lines 401-403) 

https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/x-io.co.uk/open-source-imu-and-ahrs-algorithms/__;!!KwNVnqRv!QpwRex3pZmhSM69zPLK8jofsYjIUoi96u0w369oSnhybApAOQBU9w4grB7_b78b_SA$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/x-io.co.uk/open-source-imu-and-ahrs-algorithms/__;!!KwNVnqRv!QpwRex3pZmhSM69zPLK8jofsYjIUoi96u0w369oSnhybApAOQBU9w4grB7_b78b_SA$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/x-io.co.uk/open-source-imu-and-ahrs-algorithms/__;!!KwNVnqRv!QpwRex3pZmhSM69zPLK8jofsYjIUoi96u0w369oSnhybApAOQBU9w4grB7_b78b_SA$
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Abstract

Background: Physical therapy treatments incorporating equine movement isare
recognized as an effective tool to treat functional mobility and balance in children
with cerebral palsy (CP). To date, only a few studies examined kinematic outputs
of the horses and children when mounted. In this pilot study, to better
understand the effectiveness of this type of treatment, we examined the
interaction between the horses and children with CP during physical therapy
sessions where equine movement was utilized to better understand the
effectiveness of this type of treatment.

Methods: Four children with CP participated in eight physical therapy sessions
incorporating hippotherapy as a treatment intervention. Functional mobility was
assessed using the Timed Up Go or the 10m Walk Test. Inertial measurement
unit sensors, attached to children and horses, recorded movements and tracked
acceleration, angular velocity, and body orientation. Correlation between vertical
accelerations of children and horses were analyzed. In addition, peak frequencies
of vertical accelerations of children and horses were compared.

Results: Functional tests modestly improved over time. The children’s
movements, (quantified in frequency and temporal domains) increasingly
synchronized to the vertical movement of the horse’s walk, demonstrated by
reduced frequency errors and increased correlation.

Conclusions: The findings suggest that as the sessions progressed, the
participants appeared to become more familiar with the horse’s movement. Since
the horse’s gait at a walk mimics the human gait this type of treatment may
provide individuals with CP, who have abnormal gait patterns, an opportunity for
their neuromuscular system to experience a typical gait pattern. The horse’s
movement at the walk are consistent, cyclical, rhythmical, reciprocal and
multi-dimensional, all of which can facilitate motor learning. Thus, the increased
synchronization between horse and the mounted participant suggests that
physical therapy utilizing equine movement is a viable treatment tool to enhance
functional mobility. This study may provide a useful baseline for future work.

Trial registration: Texas A&M University Institutional Review Board.
IRB2018-0064. Registered 8 March 2018. Link:
https://rcb.tamu.edu/humans/irb and https://github.com/pilwonhur/HPOT

Keywords: Hippotherapy; equine assisted therapy; interaction; children with
cerebral palsy; functional mobility
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Background1

The primary goal of any physical therapy treatment is to improve a patient’s func-2

tional ability [1]. Functional mobility is defined as the way a person moves within3

their environment on a daily basis to interact with society and family [2]. Health-4

care providers frequently treat individuals with cerebral palsy who have deficits in5

functional mobility as well as in other domains. The diagnosis of cerebral palsy6

(CP) refers to a non-progressive brain lesion in the developing brain which affects7

a person’s ability to move [3]. CP is the most common cause of motor disability8

in children [2, 4, 5] and Kirby et al. [4] reported that the prevalence of CP is 3.39

per 1,000 births in the United States, with 75-81% of those diagnosed with spastic10

CP. It often causes poor balance and muscle weakness [3]. These deficits lead to11

decreased postural control, which is essential for all movements [6, 7]. Further, poor12

balance adversely affects functional mobility which in turn affects activities of daily13

living [8]. Physical therapists work with this population to facilitate improved mo-14

tor function to enhance daily life [9]. Therapy often spans years for individuals with15

CP, making it challenging for therapists to find a variety of effective, evidenced-16

based treatments that are also motivating for the patient over a long period of17

time. This study is intended to contribute an evidence-based treatment option for18

physical therapists, one that may be considered novel, enjoyable, and appealing19

when compared to traditional therapy techniques.20

One treatment strategyoption that may benefit persons with CP is physical ther-21

apy incorporating equine movement, traditionally known as hippotherapy (HPOT)22

[10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. HPOT is a treatment strategy applied by licensed thera-23

pists or therapist assistants of physical, occupational, and speech therapy in which24

the equine movement is utilized and manipulated by the therapists to attain func-25

tional goals [10, 12, 14, 15, 17]. During HPOT, activities are based on the par-26

ticipant’s position and movement while mounted [15]. HPOT can be part of an27

integrated treatment plan that addresses functional limitations and impairments to28

facilitate functional skills [10, 12, 14]. Specific physical therapy goals for an HPOT29

session often include improving overall function, balance, and posture [10, 14]. Pre-30

vious studies describe the benefits of HPOT and therapist-designed adaptive riding31

for children with CP, including improved gross motor function, dynamic balance,32

and trunk postural coordination [11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. In this study, the term33

HPOT will be used to refer to physical therapy sessions that incorporate equine34

movement as a therapy tool.35

The principles of HPOT derive from the movements a horse provides to the indi-36

vidual astride the equine. Studies have been done to look at the kinematic movement37

patterns of the horse and rider. MacPhail et al. [13] used kinematic analysis to look38

at the pelvic movement of the horse and lateral trunk movements of riders; six with39

CP and seven with no disabilities. Markers were placed at C7 and L5 vertebrae on40

each rider and on each horse at the right and left hip joints. Kinematic analysis41

revealed that the horse’s pelvis appeared to move in a dual frequency sinusoidal42

curve pattern, as opposed to a simple sinusoidal curve, leading researchers to note43

that this more complicated movement pattern increased the need for postural ad-44

justments of riders. The increased demand on the rider to respond to the movement45

imparted by the horse appeared to have facilitated typical equilibrium reactions in46
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the two participants with CP. TheyThe researchers reported that normal equilib-47

rium responses (using the children who were typically developing as the reference)48

were elicited in 65-75% of the responses for riders who had diplegic CP and 10-35%49

of the responses for riders with quadriplegic CP. The researchers concluded that for50

children with diplegic CP, it might be an effective way to elicit and practice sitting51

equilibrium reactions [13].52

Haehl et al. [19] examined movement patterns using a 60-Hz camcorder to col-53

lect kinematic data on riders and horses. Markers were placed on each child at54

C7 vertebra, between the posterior-superior iliac spines, and mid-way between55

those points. Markers on each horse were at the withers, T17 vertebra, and the56

lumbosacral junction. The investigators first looked at two children without special57

needs and tracked the kinematic relationship. They found that the riders demon-58

strated a biphasic movement pattern in reaction to the horse’s movements. Second,59

they examined two children with CP for 12 weekly HPOT sessions. Data found60

that the biphasic movement patterns seen in the typically developing children were61

approximated in the children with CP as the session progressed. Also, both par-62

ticipants with CP demonstrated enhanced coordination between upper and lower63

trunk, exhibiting the most overall postural stability during the final HPOT session,64

and one child improved in his transfers and ambulation skills. The researchers noted65

that the participants displayed “behavioral instability” – the chance to problem-66

solve, reorganize, and change postural coordination – a component to learning new67

movement strategies. Also, functional mobility improved in one child, whose trans-68

fers and ambulation skills were notably enhanced. The authors stated that novel,69

more efficient movement patterns may have arisen, replacing older, familiar pat-70

terns as a result of the HPOT might provide opportunities for a child to explore71

new movement strategies during the HPOT session [19].72

A study conducted by Garner and Rigby [20] quantitatively measured pelvic73

examined three-dimensional pelvis motion of six children without disabilities when74

riding a horse compared to walking on a stable, even surface. Five kinematic mea-75

sures were taken, using motion capture systems to observe the inexperienced rid-76

ers wearing a customized pelvic belt with LED markers attached. The researchers77

focused on the pelvic motion of the participants, specifically: vertical, anterior-78

poterior, and lateral translations as well as pelvic twist and list angles. The partic-79

ipants rode each of the four horses at walk, then walked on foot, through the two80

observational spaces. Similarities in significant pelvic motions were found, such as81

the number and shape of valleys and peaks, Findings revealed that displacement82

amplitudes and up-and-down, forward-and-backward, and side-to-side translations83

were similar for both riding and walking [20]. Garner and Rigby concluded that,84

since a horse can impart movements similar to the human walking pattern to the85

pelvis of the rider, riding a horse may provide therapeutic benefits for persons with86

disabilities who cannot move in a typical gait pattern.87

Goals for physical therapy treatments incorporating equine movement often relate88

to improving balance, posture, and overall function [10, 14]. Coordination and pos-89

tural control are dynamic processes [19] which can be addressed during an HPOT90

session. This is significant since postural control is the ability to maintain equilib-91

rium in the field of gravity [21]. Postural stability is also the basis for performing92
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increasingly more difficult motor tasks [22]. The horse is a dynamic base of support93

and the repetitive movement during HPOT provides the rider with multiple oppor-94

tunities to practice postural control and develop – then practice - new skills. Haehl,95

et al [19] and others [11, 12, 13, 14, 23, 17] have noted that HPOT has positively96

influenced the functional mobility of children with movement disorders. The mul-97

tidimensional movements of the equine that are imparted to the rider translates to98

improved gait and balance off the horse [23].99

A study by Uchiyama et al. [24] used acceleration data to evaluate the similarity100

between the movements of children and horse based on the hypothesis that the101

horse’s pelvic movement during therapeutic riding sessions are similar to the hu-102

man pelvic movement while walking. Three-dimensional accelerometers collected103

acceleration of both horses and humans walking for a three-minute period and104

stride-phase data was generated from foot movements. The results showed that the105

frequency peaks of human walking corresponded with those of the horse walking,106

especially during the stride-phase. The authors concluded that riding a horse at107

a walk provides sensory and motor input to the rider comparable to the human108

activity of walking, thus offering a potential treatment option for individuals with109

gait abnormalities [24].110

While studies have shown potential benefits in enhancing functional performance111

mobility of the children with CP, it is still unclear how the enhancement is accom-112

plished. Interaction between the children with CP and the horses is deemed to be113

the main enabler of the successful rehabilitation. However, these studies showing114

association between kinematics of horse movement and children’s movement with115

CP failed did not attempt to systematically examine how the interaction affects116

the functional performance mobility of the children with CP. The objectives of this117

study are to examine i) how the use of HPOT in physical therapy treatments affects118

the functional performance mobility of the children with CP, ii) how physical ther-119

apy incorporating equine movement affects the interaction between the rider, i.e.,120

children with CP, (i.e., children with CP) and the horse, and iii) how the functional121

performance mobility is correlated correlates with the interaction. To investigate122

the interaction between the rider and the horse, kinetic variables were analyzed.123

Methods124

Participants125

This repeated-measure design study consisted of functional assessments and ki-126

netic sensor measurements. A convenience sample of participants was recruited.127

Approvals of Institutional Review Board and Animal Use Protocol from Texas A&M128

University (TAMU) were obtained. Consent forms and signed releases were com-129

pleted by parents of the participants. Inclusion criteria were:130

• ages 2.5 - 14 years of age diagnosed with spastic cerebral palsy131

• GMFCS (Gross Motor Function Classification System) level I, II, or III132

• ability to reliably signal pain, fear, or discomfort and follow simple directions133

• lack of or mild scoliosis134

• no botulinum toxin treatments, orthopedic, or neurosurgery in the six months135

preceding initiation of HPOT sessions136
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Subjects were recruited from two Professional Association of Therapeutic Horse-137

manship International (PATH Intl.) Premier Accredited Centers: TAMU Courtney138

Cares in College Station, TX and ROCK in Georgetown, TX. Clients who were eli-139

gible for research participation according to the inclusion criteria were asked, under140

the guidance of their legal guardian, if they were interested participating.141

In total, four subjects participated in the experiment. The first three subjects, all142

GMFCS Level II, had spastic hemiplegia CP. The fourth subject, GMFCS Level143

III, had spastic quadriplegia CP and used a rolling walker for assistance when144

ambulating (Table 1). GMFCS describes the gross motor function of persons with145

CP by using a five-level, simple grading system and is the most recognized and146

established functional classification measure for CP [25]. It was selected for the147

criteria as it provides a method of describing function that is quick, easy to use,148

and meaningful to health care professionals.149

Experimental Protocols150

Functional mobility tests151

The experiment was conducted at two PATH International Premier Accredited Cen-152

ters and at TAMU Parson’s Mounted Cavalry Headquarters. Data were collected153

on days one, four, and eight of the eight sessions, with functional assessments per-154

formed prior to and immediately after each HPOT session (Fig. 1). Tests that assess155

gait speed were chosen since it is a key indicator of performance in individuals with156

neurological disorders [26, 27]. The Timed Up and Go (TUG) measures the time it157

takes a child to stand up from a chair, walk 3 meters, turn around, walk back to158

the chair, and sit down. The TUG was used because it is commonly used measure159

to test dynamic and functional balance [28]. In children, the TUG is used to iden-160

tify deficits in dynamic balance that may delay motor skill acquisition and could161

cause motor delay [28]. In addition, it has been shown to correlate well with other162

measures of balance, postural sway, and gait speed [29].163

The fourth participant ambulated with a rolling walker, had a decreased cadence,164

and found sit-to-stand transitions challenging, making the TUG impractical and165

necessitating a different assessment tool. The 10 Meter Walk Test (10mWT ) was166

chosen, which measures the time it takes a person to walk at a comfortable speed167

from markers at 2-8 m within the designated 10 m pathway. It is cost effective,168

easy-to-use, safe, and has been shown to have excellent inter-rater and intra-rater169

reliability [27].170

Sensors171

To examine how the riders and horses interact and to investigate the causes (i.e.,172

kinetics) of movement (i.e., kinematics including displacement, velocity), one iner-173

tial measurement unit (IMU) (9DoF Razor, SparkFun, Boulder, Colorado, United174

States) was attached on the head/helmet of the rider and one additional. Another175

IMU was attached to the bareback pad at approximately lumbar vertebrae 4-5 junc-176

tion for the two larger horses and at approximately lumbar vertebrae 5-6 junction177

for the two smaller horses at the low back of the horse (Fig. 2). The SparkFun178

9DoF Razor was selected because it was tiny, lightweight and contained a board179

with a microprocessor, IMU and a microSD card. Since the Razor IMU was tiny and180
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lightweight, it had minimal chance to distract the children with CP and the horse181

during the HPOT sessions. The IMU data on each Razor IMU were logged to the182

microSD card embedded to it with a sampling rate of 100 Hz. Before each HPOT183

session began, all Razor IMUs were synchronized by a single sync signal triggered184

by an external push button (Fig. 2).185

Intervention during sessions186

The horses were led by a trained horse handler and accompanied on each side by a187

physical therapist and an assistant. The equine partners were fitted with a saddle188

pad, bareback pad, girth, and side-pull or halter. Participants wore approved riding189

helmets and rode in a forward-astride position. The riding pattern was designed190

by the two physical therapists conducting the study, both Hippotherapy Clinical191

Specialist-certified by the American Hippotherapy Certification Board. The pattern192

was designed to maintain consistency of the movement patterns and was never193

altered. The trajectories of the horse and walking distances were controlled as much194

as possible between arenas.195

Eight 20-minute physical therapy sessions incorporating HPOT were conducted196

(Fig. 1). A series of figure-of-eight patterns were made, at a steady pace, across197

the arena for the initial 10 minutes. For the second 10-minute period, the horse198

continued the pattern, walking at the same steady pace but with walk-halt-walk199

transitions at one-minute intervals. Three of the four children were given a ring-200

shaped toy to hold with both hands during the second 10-minute period, to reduce201

the impulse for upper extremity protective extension with changes in perturbations.202

The fourth child was not given a toy as she needed her hands on a weight-bearing203

surface to maintain stability. The first half of the session allowed the riders to feel204

to the slow, rhythmical, multi-dimensional aspect of the horse’s gait at a walk. The205

second part of the session further challenged the rider’s balance, righting reactions,206

and trunk control.207

Throughout the session, the physical therapist monitored the participant’s posi-208

tion and midline orientation. If the rider shifted off midline, the physical therapist209

had the horse handler stop the horse so that the rider could regain midline orien-210

tation. Each rider needed a static surface to regain midline orientation, but with211

varying degrees of assistance.212

Data Analysis213

Variables related to functional mobility tests214

The time (in seconds) taken to complete TUG were recorded. Alternatively, when215

the TUG was not feasible due to functional limitations of the participant, the time216

taken to complete 10mWT were recorded. These functional mobility tests were217

measured once before and again after HPOT sessions on days 1, 4 and 8 for a total218

of six tests per participant (Fig. 1).219

Variables related to interaction220

To analyze how the riders and horses interact, we examined the vertical acceleration,221

ACCz, from all sensors for the following reasons. First of all, acceleration can be222

considered as an interaction force between the horse and rider normalized by the223
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rider’s body mass. Several studies also have reported that leg acceleration and224

ground reaction force are highly correlated while running [30, 31]. Therefore, even225

though acceleration is a kinematic variable, it conveys the information on the cause226

of the movement, not like other kinematic variables including position, velocity, and227

orientation. Even though Uchiyama et al. [24] also investigated acceleration, they228

simply compared acceleration of human walking and acceleration of horse walking to229

examine the similarity of their walking, but didn’t study how horse’s walking affects230

human’s movement. Second, we decided to focus on the vertical direction since the231

vertical up-and-down movement of the center of mass i) is dominant and energy-232

efficient [32, 33] and ii) involves with significantly larger impulse due to the gravity233

as opposed to any other directions [34]. .we focused on a kinetic variable rather234

than a kinematic variable Among all available IMU data, we examined vertical235

acceleration data, ACCz, from all sensors since the majority of the movement was236

in the vertical direction. ACCz indicates changes in gravity that generate physical237

changes in movements of the body [35], and may represent the interaction force238

normalized by the mass of the body. In this study, we analyzed the data from the239

first 10 minutes of the sessions (Fig. 1), when the equine movement was continuous,240

to observe the uninterrupted repetitive and rhythmical patterns. Data from the241

second half of the sessions will be analyzed in the future study.242

For simplicity, we assumed that the signal from the horse’s back was the reference243

signal and that the signal from the rider’s head was affected by the reference signal.244

The cross-correlation between the reference ACCz and the ACCz ’s from the rider’s245

head was studied. The correlation between the two signals indicated the similarity246

between the two, ranging from −1 to 1. Due to the nature of the interaction between247

the horse and the rider, the two signals may have had exhibited a time difference248

(Fig. 3). The horse imparts movement to the rider and the rider’s body, as the249

recipient of that force, responds to the movement. Therefore, the time shift (in250

seconds) of the reference signal that produced the maximum correlation was also251

examined. The higher correlation and smaller time shift may indicate that two252

systems (i.e., the horse and the rider) were interacting more tightly. synchronize253

temporally.254

In addition, ACCz was analyzed in the frequency domain via the fast Fourier255

transform (FFT) to study the dominant frequencies of the signals. Specifically,256

harmonics, i.e., multiple peaks, of the transformed data were analyzed. Assuming257

that harmonics of the horse’s back were the reference signals, harmonics from the258

IMU on the rider’s head were compared (Fig. 4). The errors between the reference259

harmonics and the rider’s harmonics at these dominant frequencies were exam-260

ined. Specifically, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) was computed to study how261

much the rider’s harmonics were different from the reference harmonics [36, 37].262

Smaller harmonics errors may indicate that two systems (i.e., the horse and the263

rider) were interacting more tightly. synchronize spatially No statistical analyses264

were performed due to small sample size (n = 4) in this pilot study.265

Results266

Functional Mobility Tests267

Participants 1-3 performed the TUG whereas participant 4 found sit-to-stand tran-268

sitions challenging, making the TUG impractical. Therefore, participants 1-3 per-269
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formed TUG and participant 4 performed 10mWT. On average, the times taken to270

finish the TUG decreased by 18.3% and 27.5% for session 4 and session 8 compared271

to session 1, respectively (Fig. 5). A few exceptions existed. For example, subjects 2272

showed increased TUG after HPOT session 4 compared to session 1 whereas subject273

3 showed increased TUG before HPOT session 4 compared to session 1.274

Notably, the TUG results were more variable after the HPOT sessions (s.d.: 4.17)275

than before (s.d.: 3.56) (Fig. 5 top left vs. bottom left).Specifically, variability dras-276

tically reduced during sessions 4 and 8 for Pre-HPOT whereas variability remained277

relatively constant throughout the sessions for Post-HPOT.278

The three participants who had hemiplegia ambulated without assistance but279

demonstrated diminished balance skills and decreased cadence. All wore bilateral280

ankle-foot orthotics (AFO). The youngest child had a submalleolar orthotic inside281

her AFO to increase ankle stability and walked with hip internal rotation on the282

right, her affected lower extremity. Following HPOT sessions, the internal rota-283

tion was less pronounced. The same held true for the pre-kindergarten child who284

demonstrated right hip internal rotation more before his HPOT sessions than when285

walking after his treatments. Anecdotally, the youngest child (age 32 months) did286

not comply with instructions to sit in the chair at the end of the test; instead, just287

prior to sitting she chose to go look for her mother.288

Participant 4, who required a rolling walker and contact-guard assistance, demon-289

strated improved times on the 10mWT over the sessions (Fig. 5 right column). On290

average, the times taken to finish the 10mWT decreased by 36.6% and 37.1% for291

session 4 and session 8 compared to session 1, respectively (Fig. 5). Further, at the292

end of her first HPOT session she appeared tired (i.e., increased drooling) and was293

easily distracted; at the conclusion of her eighth and final session, she was talkative294

and attentive. There was no variability measured for 10mWT since there was only295

one participant for it. This participant wore bilateral AFO’s. At the beginning of296

the study, she required maximum assistance with the rolling walker to prevent it297

from veering sharply to the right, and moderate-maximum assistance to prevent298

forward flexion at the trunk. By her last session, post-HPOT, she needed only min-299

imum assistance to keep the walker on the straight-forward path to complete the300

test. Also, her trunk was more upright, demonstrating improved postural alignment301

and control. While not related to mobility, the child was very soft spoken as a result302

of scarring from ventilation tubes when she was an infant. The volume of her voice303

had consistently increased by the time she finished her HPOT session.304

Interaction: ACCz305

Overall, the time series data from both IMU sensors tended to resemble each other306

as the HPOT session progressed. The maximum correlation between the reference307

signal (i.e., ACCz from horse’s back) and ACCz from rider’s head increased 84.7%308

for session 8 compared to session 1 (Fig. 6 left). Similarly, the time shift also de-309

creased 23.3% and 23.3% for session 4 and session 8, respectively, compared to310

session 1 (Fig. 6 right).311

Dominant frequencies were observed at around 1.5, 3.0, and 4.5 Hz for both the312

horses and the riders, which agrees with the literature [24] (Fig. 4). Components at313

the lower frequencies (e.g., less than 1 Hz) are the constant artifacts due to gravity,314
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and thus are not considered for the analysis. The data revealed that as the physical315

therapy sessions utilizing HPOT treatments progressed, the dominant harmonics of316

ACCz for both the horses and the riders converged to each other, suggesting that317

all participants demonstrated an increase in synchronization with the horse during318

the horse’s movements at a walk. Of note, the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of319

the dominant peak frequencies of ACCz for both the horse’s back and the rider’s320

head decreased by 26.5% and 74.5% for session 4 and session 8 compared to session321

1, respectively(Fig. 7). Interestingly, variability of the RMSE decreased by 32.1%322

and 81.1% for session 4 and session 8 compared to session 1, respectively (Fig. 7).323

Reduced RMSE mean and variability may indicate that the riders and the horses324

interacted in more consistent and synchronous ways.325

Discussion326

Due to limited number of participants, statistical analyses could not be performed.327

Instead, mean and standard deviation (s.d.) were reported in the result section. In328

sum, with continued HPOT sessions, children with CP showed improved functional329

mobility(Fig. 5). For children with CP, functional deficits are often a result of poor330

postural control [6]. Yet motor skills improve when postural control improves [38].331

HPOT may facilitate equilibrium and righting reactions through the variations in332

the horse’s velocity, direction, and stride length [14]. In a study by MacPhail et333

al. [13], the researchers noted that involuntary postural reactions of the trunk and334

head—specifically, equilibrium and righting reaction—were a result of the passive335

displacement of the rider’s center of gravity. The movement imparted to the rider336

when the horse is walking plays a crucial role in HPOT treatments.337

With continued HPOT sessions, vertical movements (i.e., ACCz ) of children with338

CP and horses appeared to became become more synchronized (Figs. 6, 7). Par-339

ticipants may have become more familiar with the horse’s movement pattern. This340

observation is significant for therapists who may want to incorporate equine move-341

ment as a treatment strategy. One reason is that for children, motor learning re-342

quires the effective training of motor function [39]. Despite limitations, the child343

must problem-solve and be an active learner to obtain new age-appropriate skills344

[39]. Children differ from adults in that, typically, they are not trying to regain func-345

tion as they lack a motor image of how to perform a new task [39]. To learn new346

motor skills, the new skill must be practiced multiples times, which may be why the347

horse’s gait at a walk can be an effective tool in gaining postural control. According348

to Janura et al. [40], a frequency of 90-100 impulses per minute are imparted to the349

rider, providing many opportunities for postural adjustments, even within a limited350

time period. This is significant since proximal stability and postural control are the351

foundation on which children learn functional motor skills [19].352

Postural control is affected by sensory information [41]. Children with CP often353

have impairments in sensory processing [41]. During HPOT the participant is ex-354

periencing multiple impulses per minute and reacting to such movements [17]. This355

offers cognitive, limbic, and physical stimulation [10, 42], as well as visual, vestibu-356

lar, and the somatosensory system [17]. Combined, these concentrated stimuli to357

the participant may facilitate development of new movement strategies in a way358

not offered in a more traditional PT session [10].359
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Another factor supporting HPOT as a treatment strategy is that the movement360

of the horse at a walk follows a sinusoidal wave pattern [20, 38]. This pattern puts361

a demand on the rider’s automatic postural responses as they must coordinate362

and control their movements [13, 19]. Also, the dynamic treatment and changing363

environment may affect multiple systems, including vestibular and proprioceptive364

systems [12, 14]. With the dynamic movement on the horse, compensatory postural365

strategies may be reinforced or explored [17, 19]. The cyclical and repetitive move-366

ments provide numerous opportunities for practice of postural adjustments [12].367

Silkwood-Sherer et al. [17] suggested that with this type of therapy children can368

improve reactive and anticipatory postural control strategies in response to complex369

sensory input. Maintaining postural control while simultaneously moving through370

space and adjusting perceptual skills, facilitates the refinement and exploration of371

new movement patterns, which in turn, enhances functional mobility [17].372

A third factor in favor of integrating HPOT into physcial therapy treatments is373

that the horse’s movement at a walk simulates the human gait pattern [16, 20, 24,374

38]. Many children with CP have diminished ambulation skills, due in part to poor375

balance control [7, 38]. Liao et al. [38] found that rhythmic weight-shift training376

may facilitate improved walking performance for children with CP. It appears that377

HPOT may provide an opportunity for balance skills and ambulation skills to be378

addressed simultaneously for this population.379

Last, many children with CP are restricted by slow gait speed which is one mea-380

sure of walking performance [1, 39, 38]. Quality of life and functional ability are381

also linked to walking [5]. While the findings from this study are not statistically382

significant, it is noteworthy that the participant who performed the 10mWT demon-383

strated a considerable improvement in gait speed. Her walking speed improved sub-384

stantially during the course of the study and her parents reported a significant385

increase in her transfer skills at home. These results corroborate the findings ob-386

served by Casady and Nichols Larson [12] that HPOT may influence skill acquisition387

of motor tasks in daily functional tasks.388

To our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate the interactive forces pro-389

duced by the movement patterns of a horse at walk with a rider, a child with CP.390

While the findings are encouraging, this study had several limitations: a) small391

sample size; b) range in ages and ability levels of participants; c) two functional392

mobility tests were administered; d) only one of the three dimensions of the horse’s393

movement pattern at a walk was analyzed; e) causal relation between enhancements394

in functional mobility and synchronized interaction may not be determined; and f)395

the observed synchronized interaction may not tell us whether horses affected the396

children with CP more or vice versa. Future studies will examine these factors to397

extrapolate the findings to a broader population of children with CP. Also, future398

research could focus on other planes of movement imparted to the rider by a horse399

at walk to better understand the dynamics of the interaction of the forces during a400

HPOT session. In addition, technically, more sophisticated alignment procedures for401

the IMU sensors and the corresponding preprocessing will be performed to ensure402

easier data processing procedure and more enhanced data quality.403
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Conclusion404

Benda et al.[10] noted that in addition to developing skills, HPOT provides social,405

emotional, cognitive, and physical stimulation in a way not typically seen in con-406

ventional treatment. HPOT has been shown to positively influence skill acquisition,407

including balance and postural control, the foundations of movement. In this study,408

we questioned whether HPOT can lead to improved functional mobility in children409

with CP. Outcome measures demonstrated a trend towards improvements in the410

functional mobility of participants, indicating a positive response to the physical411

therapy treatments incorporating equine movement.412

The findings from this study suggest that with continued HPOT sessions, partici-413

pants appeared to become more familiar with the horse’s movement. The horse’s gait414

at a walk is consistent, cyclical, rhythmical, bilateral, and symmetrical. Given that415

it also mimics the human gait [20, 24, 38], the increasing synchronization between416

horse and rider suggests that HPOT is a viable physical therapy treatment tool to417

facilitate functional mobility goals. Despite the limited number of participants, this418

study may provide a useful baseline for future work.419
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Figures547

Figure 1 Experimental protocol. Functional mobility tests were performed before and after the
HPOT sessions. Each 20-min HPOT session consisted of 10-min continuous riding and 10-min
riding with multiple go-stops. The figure-of-eight patterns were made during the HPOT session.

Figure 2 IMU sensors to capture the sinusoidal wave pattern of the horse’s gait at a walk [20] and
to examine how the rider and the horse interact.

Figure 3 Sample plots of ACCz for both rider’s head (i.e., IMU1 from Fig. 2) and horse’s back
(i.e., IMU2 from Fig. 2). ACCz from IMU1 (in blue) lags ACCz from IMU2 (in red).

Figure 4 Power Spectral Density of ACCz from head and ACCz from horse back.

Figure 5 Bar graphs of the functional mobility tests. Top graph shows TUG results for
participants 1-3 whereas bottom graph shows 10mWT for participant 4. Error bars in the top
graph indicate one standard deviation. Bottom graph does not have the error bars since it involves
with only one participant.

Figure 6 Maximum correlation (top) and time shift for the maximum correlation (bottom). Error
bars indicate one standard deviation.

Figure 7 Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between the peak harmonics of head ACCz and
horse’s back ACCz. Error bars indicate one standard deviation.
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Tables548

Table 1 Participant Demographics and Characteristics

Participant
Age

(years)
Sex GMFCS Type of CP

Ambulation
Assistive Device

1 2.5 F II Hemiparesis None

2 4.3 M II Hemiparesis None

3 12.5 F II Hemiparesis None

4 10.8 F III Quadriparesis Rolling Walker


